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GROUNDWOOD BOOKS, Canada, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. New.. 188 x 127 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A middle-grade novel about two maybe-orphans and their
unlikely friendship with a cranky old neighbor. At first Curtis isn t that worried when his mother
doesn t come home from her all-night job at the local gas station. She ll be back, he s ten out of ten
positive. Besides, Curtis is used to looking after himself and his five-year-old brother, Artie. But
when the landlord starts pressuring them for the rent and the authorities start to investigate, it s
more than a 12-year-old can handle. Just in time, Mrs. Burt, the cranky, lonely old lady who lives
across the street, offers to take Curtis and Artie to her lakeside cabin for the summer. As summer
sails by and the weather grows colder, Mrs. Burt seems to be preparing to spend the winter at the
cabin, and Curtis starts to worry. Have they really all just absconded to the lake for a summer
holiday? Or have the two boys been kidnapped?.
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Simply no words to explain. It really is basic but shocks from the fi y percent of the ebook. I am just happy to explain how this is the finest pdf we have
read within my personal life and could be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Blair Monahan-- Blair Monahan

This pdf is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to see. It generally does not charge an excessive amount of.
Your lifestyle period is going to be convert once you full looking over this publication.
-- Elliott Rempel MD-- Elliott Rempel MD
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